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Createspace. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 266
pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.6in.I am shadow. Elina is a human caught in the middle of a
war between the Shadow and the Light. One side seeks to destroy her and the other longs to posses
her. She struggles against her feelings for the Guardian Angel Malach, but the Covenant must not
be broken. Is she strong enough to fight both Heaven and her desire I Am Shadow The Heavens are
corrupted, the Covenant is broken! Angels are falling, and I am close! he whispers from his knees.
Brother against brother, immortal beings bent on two different paths. One Shadow and one Light,
Malach fights to protect Elina and keep his covenant to his maker. I AM SHADOW!! Ancient and
immortal, imprisoned by his Father, the demon Raphaim despises humanity for its weaknesses.
Fleeing from centuries of imprisonment, he will seek revenge against those who betrayed him.
Nothing will stop him, not even the woman who taught him compassion, opened his heart, and
cared for him in Hell. The Fallen Archangels captured Varena as a child, now a beautiful young
woman she has lived centuries...
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ReviewsReviews

This is basically the finest publication i actually have go through till now. We have read and i also am confident that i am going to likely to read through
again once more in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Adell Lubowitz-- Pr of . Adell Lubowitz

It is really an incredible publication that we have possibly study. Of course, it really is engage in, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You are
going to like how the writer compose this publication.
-- B a iley Lehner-- B a iley Lehner
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